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An exhaustive exploration of the genes involved in molluscan shell formation: a primer forTitle of

a genome projectProject

This project aims at exploring exhaustively the genes responsible for theskeletal (shell)Abstract of

formation in molluscs. Aspects covered include (1) regulatory pathways to skeletogenesis,Research

(2) control of biomineralization, and (3) genetic basis of shell morphogenesis. Each of theProject

genes and gene products in question are subjected to expression and functional analyses so

as to make clear the mechanisms of shell formation. The resulting picture of shell

development will be seen in light of evolution (Evo-Devo) from both biological and

paleobiological viewpoints to better understand evolutionary processes of shell morphology.

Another aim of this study is to nucleate a national center for a molluscan genome project.

More specifically, we use the pulmonate snail Lymanea stagnalis as a model system to carry

out cDNA/EST analysis, microarray analysis, reverse genetic analyses through RNA

interference and gene electroporation, as well as forward genetic analysis, to eventually find

out all the genes relevant to shell formation in this species. To this end, this project is

proceeded in collaboration with Dr Shigeru Kuratani of the Laboratory of Evolutionary

Morphology, RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology, Kobe.
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